Abstract. With the exception of Lem's works, Polish science fiction of the communist era is largely forgotten. AngloAmerican readers know only fragments of Lem's literary work, and they know almost nothing about other Polish science fiction writers. The aim of this article is to familiarize Anglo-American audience with seven Polish science fiction novels written in the communist era: Farther than Hatred (Dalej niż nienawiść) by Wojciech Bieńko (1963) 
cades in Poland. It was something new and quite fresh. The Robot was of course followed by several Lem's novels-"loosers". Perhaps, inevitably, it was quite "Lem-ish", on the wild side of the master.
And today? Today Stanisław Lem seems to be just another entry in contemporary literary history. He is defined by Solaris, Cyberiad and Star Diaries. Other works by Lem matter for academics and for young adult readers, who just put them on the "to read" list, on the far end of it. Actually, the throne was not taken by anyone. There were aspiring writers, of course: Adam Wiśniewski-Snerg in the '70s, Janusz A. Zajdel in the '80s. Yet the throne of the most influential, or even "the best", Polish SF writer remained empty, hidden in a cold dry place and covered in dust. But a radically new constellation of writers emerged in the 1990s. And it looks like one of them-Jacek Dukaj (Kozicka 2013: 109-112) , the quite "Lem-ish" one-has been building his own "throne". Unlike Lem, though, he does like the science fiction? genre, mainly for its experimental nature and for the immersive world-building (Maj 2015: 391-391) . Or, it is not a matter of such things as "thrones" or "podiums" anymore. Now, it is important to be in the center of the stream, to be non-stop present.
The future-present orientation, characteristic of societies built on competition, prefers the promise of continuity to dwelling in the abstract past. Michael Kandel, a prolific translator of Lem's works, is now promoting a contemporary Polish writer Marek S. Huberath. It is important-and ironically enough-because still requires remembering Lem. Huberath's novel Nest of Worlds (Gniazdo światów) was published recently and the publication was recorded in the milieu (Huberath 2014) .
It received well deserved critical and readerly notice. literary and musical self-education in those colourful years, but got ready to be overwhelmed by something really, really big. The future was unclear, and the year 2000 almost a fairy-tale. We were just "a waiting generation". But we read a lot, and had stable preferences already "worked out".
My aim in this paper is to share my own view, perhaps nostalgic, and controversial in few cases, on those forty years when science fiction was not welcome in the Polish academia (Lem aside) and super-official literary institutions. My primary motivation is to unleash, discover the meaning of Polish science fiction with Lem "suspended". I gathered, in memory and on my table, all Polish SF novels I have read and remembered, and then took seven of them, which counted then and count now, albeit differently. These were the two conditions: the past future had to be worth reading in its own nostalgic way, or just "re-futured", read as science fiction as it would be written today. now trending idea of the collective mind. If the reader is able to separate idea and narrative, it is a must-read.
Jan Dobraczyński: To Drain the Sea

(Wyczerpać morze), 1961
Dobraczyński's novel, depicting the restoring of the Catholic Church after nuclear disaster, was translated into English, among few other languages. As an almost typical representative of the post-apocalyptical subgenre, it takes its chance to clarify the situation, and to introduce utopiandystopian intellectual and moral dynamics. It is an obvious counterpoint to Walter M. Miller's A Canticle for Leibowitz. If humankind (western civilization) is to survive and grow, it has to learn a lesson and rebuild its self-esteem and moral stability. The crisis stimulates personal activity and requires order and hierarchy of beliefs. The knowledge of the past must be gathered to test the reordering power of the extreme.
To Drain the Sea is a fine read and thorough testing exploration of values characteristic of Catholic societies. It could start quite a discussion, since it is controversial in a few cases, but-after all-what is not?
The most fascinating thing in the novel, when you read it today, could be the world: grey and colourful at the same time, plain and complicated, official and hidden. Zajdel was very precise in Paradisia. The relation of Earth to Paradisia, the great lie, propaganda, and fiction form almost a "fractal" narrative, where each element reflects others and entails them. Nothing is left out.
Paradisia is a complex analysis of transparency and opaqueness in politics, everyday life, and artificial humans in artificial worlds. Nikor, the fictional science fiction writer living on Paradisia, is very close to the truth. Zajdel's novel touches the very essence of fiction (including science fiction) writing. A complex, self-conscious vision, rich in allegory, irony, and metaphor. On the other end, the matter inevitably deteriorates. Things change because they exist. The rust gives hope.
Adam Wiśniewski-Snerg: The Robot (Robot), 1977
The story about the illusionary contact with an alien intellect and a robot seeking his identity is beautifully unbalanced and fiercely overdone. It has the kind of cognitive shock science fiction is meant to have. This is the novel that was leading the pack of Lem's novels in the famous voting mentioned earlier in this paper. It was fresh then, clever and wild at the same time, characteristics that became a significant part of Lem's oeuvre, as visible in Futurological Congress. But there was also a difference or differences. Immersion. Identifying with a fictional character and the world he lives in, emotional reembodiment, whatever you call this phenomenon. While reading Lem's novels I was committed to the admiration of the author's intellect. And, when I project my feelings onto the chronological order of Lem's writings, things are getting worse and worse. The admiration became cold-hearted. The Robot required the same intellectual attitude, which every skeptic or every astute reader adopts on the high-brow level, mainly the belief that there is something out there we do not know about, and very limited faith (or strong doubt) in the effectiveness and authenticity of communication. In this particular case, this attitude was emotionally undermined. You can feel the struggle.
Wiktor Żwikiewicz: Imago (Imago), 1985
This was a writerly story fans did not really like. It is the thickest of all the books mentioned here, originally published in two (paperback) volumes. Żwikiewicz brilliantly refreshes and obscures the plotting pattern of exploration and confrontations with an alien point of view and being, but he does it in his own severely weird way. No summary can convey this weirdness, the complexity and overdose of metaphorical and tricky rhetoric. The reader takes it all, but never wins. The dense style connects living language, cognition, visions and known-unknown biology. The novel is a wonderful mix of crossword-like mysteries confronted with the reader's rejection of enigmatic world-building. It is an exercise in cross-genre imagination, an almost mystic or, at least, psychedelic one. It may be close to Lem's Solaris, but far weirder, extended, bravely deconstructed. A satisfying and memorable effort, and yes -hard to read. But, the reader's active patience mirrored by the protagonist's boredom should finally pay off.
